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ABSTRACT
/"

A study is conducted to develop an automated phylogenetic tree image classification system by
using machine learning algorithm. This study adopted supervised machine learning algorithm
which is the Support Vector Machine (SVM) for classification. Image data were collected from
online databases PUBMED, ScienceDirect and Bioinfonnatic journals. Perfonnance
comparisons of three types of features to characterize the phylogenetic tree images are presented
in this project. The aim is to detennine the suitable features for the phylogenetic tree image
classification systeIlJ. The leave-out one cross-validation was used to calculate the accuracy of
each feature. In addition to that, 10-fold cross-validation is also conducted in the evaluation. Our
results show that the suitable combination features for the phylogenetic tree image classification
system are SIFT, SURF and GIST. The accuracy obtained from these combinations of the three
features can achieve just over 82%. On the other hands, the results show the average accuracy
obtained from the 10-fold cross-validation is 81.50%. Our evaluation results demonstrate the
utility of using SIFT, SURF and GIST features for building phylogenetic tree image
classification system.

Keywords: phylogenetic tree image classification system, image processing, feature extraction,
SIFT, GIST, SURF
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A BSTRAK
Sebuah kajian telah dijalankan untuk meghasilkan sistem pengelasan automatik imej pokok
filogenetik dengan menggunakan algoritma mesin pembelajaran. Kajian tersebut telah
menggunakan pembelajaran algoritma mesin diselia iaitu Mesin Vektor Sokongan (SVM). Data
imej telah dikumpulkan dari pangkalan data dalam talian PUBMED, ScienceDirect dan
Bioinformatik. Perbandingan antara prestasi tiga ciri-ciri pokokfilogenetik yang berbeza juga
telah ditunjukkan dalam projek ini. Tujuannya adalah untuk menentukan ciri-ciri yang sesuai
untuk sistem klasifikasi pokok imej filogenetik. Satu pengesahan cuti keluar salib telah
digunakan untuk mengira ketepatan bagi setiap ciri. Tambahan pula, 10 kali ganda silang

pengesahan akan diukurkan dalam kajian ini. Hasil kajian ini telah menunjukkan bahawa ciri
cjri gabungan yang paling sesuai bagi imej sistem klasifikasi pokokfilogenetik adalah SIFT,
SURF dan GIST Ketepatan yang diperolehi daripada tiga ciri-ciri melalui gabungan boleh
memperolehi lebih daripada 82.19%. Selain itu, hasilnya juga menunjukkan ketepatan purata
yang diperolehi daripada 10 kali ganda silang pengesahan iaitu sebanyak 81.50%. Hasil kajian
ini menunjukkan gabungan ciri ciri SIFT, SURF dan GIST untuk melaksanakan sistem
filogenetik klasifikasi pokok ini.
Kata Kunci: sistem klasifikasi imej, pemprosesan imej, pengekstrakan ciri, SIFT, GIST, SURF
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Overview
It is an undeniable fact that the phylogenetic trees are diffusely used for evolutionary

analysis of different species, organisms or genes from a collaborative ancestor (Laubach, von
Haeseler, & Lercher, 2012). According to the Brinkman (2005), evolution analysis is a collection
of expedients for ascertainment long-term phenotypical evolution which developed during the
year of 1990s. Evolutionary analysis also refers to foundation of most bioinformatic analysis
which is evolution theory. This is because the evolutionary analysis shows the ecological
characterization of the species that uses the concept of frequency dependence from gene theory
(Brinkman, 2005). This chapter mainly discusses about the background of the study, problem
statements, research objectives, research questions, hypothesis, and conceptual framework of the
study, and significance of the study. In addition, this chapter also describes the definition of
relevant terms.

Introduction
The evolutionary tree or phylogenetic tree is a visualization to show the relationship
between all entities according to the similarities and differences in their hereditary or physical
characteristics (Baum, 2008). Therefore, the way of phylogenetic tree shows the relationship
among the species was also important. This can be reflected'by the way of phylogenetic tree to
demonstrate the evolution analysis of any species in this world. Evolution analysis generally
iocludes the identification of analogous sequence, diverse calibration, phylogenetic rebuilding

and graphic representation or figure signification of the inferred tree (Dereeper et aI., 2008).
'Jbcse four terms can be explained through the biology evolutions. According to Dereeper et ai.

(2008), the analogous sequence is used to identify the similar sequence whereas the diverse
calibration is used to determine the difference of alignment. Besides, the phylogenetic rebuilding
is the process to build up the phylogenetic tree after the analogous seqence and the diverse
calibration process, and then for the graphic representation or figure signification is used to show
the relationship between each species in the phylogenetic tree (Dereeper et aI., 2008). This can
show that the increasing use of phylogenetic trees in biological sciences, especially for biologists
who did the evolution analysis on the species. Therefore, the use of phylogentic tree is quite
important for the evolution analysis of life on Earth.
Apart from that, phylogeny is the evolutionary history of a species or group of related
species (Pagel, 1999). The phylogeny can be called as the discipline of systematic classifies
organisms (Siegel-Causey, Brooks, & Funk, 1991). This is because phylogeny can be used to
determine organisms evolutionary relationship by systematist. According to Campbell and Reece
(2008), the term systematist in this research refers to the professional who used fossil, molecular,
and genetic data to infer evolutionary relationships. They also proposed PhyloCode which can

be used to depict the phylogenetic analysis in branching phylogenetic trees. A phylogenetic
analysis presents as a collection of nodes and branch. For instance, the taxa that closely related
are in an evolutionary sense apppeared closely to each other whereas the taxa that distantly
related are in the different branches of the tree or there is a distance which is far from each other
in such tree.

Background of the study
In the year of 1859, Darwin invented the first illustration of a phylogenetic tree (Darwin,
1859). Before that, shortly after his famous five years voyage as naturalist on Beagle in the year

2

of 1837, he sketched a tree diagram in his notebook (Darwin, 1859). Based on the Figure I, the
simple sketch was remarkably similar to modem diagrams of phylogenies (Darwin, 1987).
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Figure 1: The first evolution tree diagram sketched by Darwin. Adapted from Charles Darwin's
notebooks, 1836-1844: Geology, transmutation o/species, metaphysical enquiries (p. 87), by
Druwin, c., 1987, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Copyright 1987 by the P. H.
Barrett (Ed.). Adapted with pennission.
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Figure 2: Cumulative number of publications in Science Citation index since 1981 that cite
the tenn 'molecular' and 'phylogeny' in the keywords or abstract. Adapted from "Inferring
the historical patterns of biological evolution," by Pagel, M., 1999, Nature, 401(6756), p.
844. Copyright 1999 by the Pagel. Adapted with pennission.
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First illustration of a phylogenetic tree is the first scientific argument for the theory of
advancement by means of innate selection. Darwin (1998) stated that "The time will come, I

believe, though I shall not live to see it, when we shall have fairly true genealogical trees ofeach
great kingdom ofNature" (p. 18). In fact, he mentioned that he would have the willingness to see
how modem genetics supported and confirmed by his owns ideas. He provided evidence which
is not only for what had happened in the aspect of evolution but precisely how living things
evolve. The forensic evidence he used for evolution was the DNA (Darwin, 1859).
In fact, there are few approaches used for discovering the evolution analysis of species
before the molecular phylogenetic (Campbell & Reece, 2008). In the year of 1990s,
immunochemical studies were used to discover cross-reactions that stronger for closely related
organism. Next, in between the year of 1940s until 1960s, biologists used the protein sequencing
method, electrophoresis, DNA hybridization and PCR that contributed to a boom in molecular
phylogeny. On the other hand, after publication of The Origin ofSpecies by Darwin, many other
biologists came and accepted the truth of a universal Tree of Life (Darwin, 1987). Then, in the
late of 1970s, biologists started to discover evolutionary analysis of organisms by using
molecular phylogeny. One of the examples of experts from German biologists who supported
Darwin's Tree of Life was the Ernst Haeckel (Larget, 2011). It is very useful of using
phylogenetic trees for biologists because they can use them to describe the relations between
living creatures, genomes at\d genes.
With the development of phylogenetic data technique, there are the numbers of studies
depicting phylogenetic exploded (Pagel, 1999). The number of articles publishing phylogenies
based on gene-sequence information has been increasing exponentially. Figure 2 shows the data
aoalysis by using the phylogenetic tree (Pagel, 1999). The phylogenies taxonomic group ranging
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from viruses to bacteria, fungi, plans and animals (Campbell & Reece, 2008). Thus, the
phylogenetic tree becomes popular and important for the evolutionary analysis of organisms
nowadays. The phylogenetic tree is a branching diagram that shows the evolutionary relationship
of the organisms (Baum D. , 2008). Based on Darwin (1859), evolution refers to a natural
procedure to infer about the populations. It can be described as the platfonn to show the
transformation in the hereditary traits of biological population over continuous generation.
On the other hand, phylogeny can show the similarities and differences in physical and
hereditary traits. This is because there are the taxa that can attach together in the affinnation
which indicated to posse descendant from a node (Gregory, 2008). Thus, phylogenetic tree can
be concluded that it was similar to a family tree. Moreover, the construction of phylogenetic
trees is based on the similarities or differences of their physical or genetic features. Few years
ago, the scientists only used the tradition way which only focused on physical features of
constructing phylogenetic trees. Luckily, the advancement of high technologies has been led to
accumulation of huge amounts of biological data (Wan & Che, 2013). This may lead to the
changing towards the way of biological studies in various aspects.
As mentioned by Wan and Che (2013), building phylogenetic trees can use the
information of interacting pathways. They did apply the hierarchical clustering on two domains
of organisms which were eukaryotes and prokaryotes. Using interacting pathway can increase
the effectiveness on revearing evolutionary relationships of,the species (Wan & Che, 2013).
Phylogenetic tree was constructed using variety evidence such as generally comparing DNA
(Kaizhong, Jason T, & Dennis, 1996). It was an undirected acyclic connected graph. Basically,

the lengths of branches represented time since the groups split from each other and the node for
!he tree is known as ancestors. The set of exterior nodes are called leaves.

5

Apart from constructing the phylogenetic tree, the new approach nowadays can extract
the phylogenetic tree data from the literacture review. In fact, it is using the content mining to
extract the data from the literature review (Mounce, 2012). Content mining can be split into
content and mining in explanation. Content can be included anything such as the audio, video,
metadata, text and image. Besides, the mining shows the huge number of data information
extraction from the content. Extracting phylogenetic tree data from literacture review uses more
content mining than text mining because the content was more than just text (Mounce, 2012).
In short, phylogenetic trees provides a framework that shows the evolution of features
(Baum D. , 2008). This shows that the related species shared in many common of similar
features. Next, the phylogenetic trees also uses in bio-prospecting which is an optimal strategy
that exploited phylogenetic information to target closely related species to search for shared
feature of interest (Kelly, Grenyer, & Scotland, 2014). This shows that related species can search
for shared features in common. Therefore, the phylogenetic trees are useful for conservation
evaluation in choosing sets of species that can maximized the present utilitarian benefits of
extant feature diversity as well as the range of evolutionary trajectories in the future.

Problem Statement of the study
With the increase volume of publication databases, volume of the phylogenetic trees is
getting bigger. It is because with the rapid accumulation of DNA sequence data, more and more

.

~

phylogenetic trees are being constructed (Pagel, 1999). It' is technically leads to challenge and
time consuming for a researcher to search for relevant information (Dereeper et aI., 2008). Next,
the types of contents in these published documents are various such as images, audio, arts and
tables. Search engines rely on texts or captions are often associated with a figure to perform a
search. This makes the classification of the phylogenetic trees image one by one by the

6

researcher becoming challenging and waste of time. Moreover, if the biologist becomes
challenging and time consuming when searching for the particular phylogenetic tree, this may
delay their research works. Furtermore, the purpose for the invented phylogentic trees is to study
the evolution analysis of the organisms. Nowadays, the presented phylogenetic tree mainly is
used to reuse purpose for those biologists. Therefore, the use of automated digization application
to search the phylogenetic trees for them is truthly needed. It is because this can replace the very
challenging task of human works, and determine whether an image is a phylogenetic tree.
Therefore, the main purpose of conducting this project is to do the automated digitation
of phylogenetic tree image classification by using machine learning algorithm. This classification
is mainly focusing on the classification the images in pdf file or text file whether they are
phylogenetic tree or non-phylogenetic trees. The examples of phylogenetic tree are cladogram,
phenogram and tree terminology. On the other hands, the examples of non-phylogenetic trees are
the family tree, life cycle of organisms and flow chart. Figure 3 shows the pictures of nonphylogenetic trees- family tree (Murdoch, 2013).
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General Objective. The main objective of this research study is to employ a machine

learning algorithm that can classify images into phylogenetic tree or non-phylogenetic trees.
Specific Objective. The specific objectives of this study are
i.

To employ machine learning that can predict phylogenetic tree that represent in the
Image.

II.

To compare and contrast the different features that represent phylogenetic tree on
image.

Research Question
I.

Can neural network be used for prediction of phylogenetic tree images?

II.

What are the discriminative features can be used for classifier learning?

I.

Phylogenetic tree or called as a phylogeny, is a branch diagram that can illustrate
the lines of evolutionary relationships of different kinds of species, organism or
genes from a common ancestor (Baum D. ,2008).

II.

Phylogeny is the evolution relationship between organisms (Baum D. , 2008).

1II.

Evolution analysis is the fundamentals or foremost of phylogenetic trees with
cautionary .notes (Brinkman, 2005).

iv.

Content Mining is defined as a significant part of figure mining which is non
textual content (Mounce, 2014)

9

This research study hopes to advance knowledge on the automated digitization images of
phylogenetic trees from the pdf file or text file as phylogenetic tree or non-phylogenetic tree.

This research study is mainly focused on the rooted tree (c1adogram) and the unrooted

In conclusion, phylogenetic is the science of constructing hypothesis related to the
Iutionary relationship of organisms in the fonn of phylogenetic tree. Then, this project is not
«meemed with the reconstruction of phylogenetic trees. Rather, it was doing the classification of
phylogenetic trees image in pdf file or text file whether it is phylogenetic trees or non
ylogenetic trees by using machine learning algorithm.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

As mentioned by Mounce (2012), recently there are millions of papers published each
at an ever growing rate about the phylogenetic tree. This is because the amount and
mvll"I'C:!I·'hI

of species with at least partial sequence information was rapidly increasing. Thus,

phylogenetic trees become an integral part of various biological studies with the exponential
iDcrease of sequence data which is being generated by various classical and next generation
sequence studies (Baum D. ,2008). This chapter divides into few sections. The first section

tbcuses on phylogenetic trees which explain more on the meaning and purpose for the
ylogenetic trees, and types of phylogenetic trees. The next section concentrates on the feature

mimage. This section also emphasizes on the suitable features that were suitable used for image
ification process. Besides, this section reviewed on image recognition system frameworks as

nvaoSEeoletic Tree
Phylogenetic tree or evolution tree is an illustrative representation of biological entities
were associated with common descent such as species or higher-level taxonomic

___pmJ~ (Gregory, 2008). Phylogenetic tree represents a backbone for various other biological

.

(8aum, 2008). Therefore, it is a graphical representation of a hypothesis about the
_tlon of a species, with branches that separated, hybridized, or terminated by extinction.
, readers can read and understand the patterns of descent from the phylogenetic trees.
the phylogenetic trees do not indicate when species evolved or how much genetic

11

':CD8ogeoccurred in a lineage (Kelly, Grenyer, & Scotland, 2014). This is because phylogenetic
should not be assumed that a taxon can be evolved from the taxon next to it.
Baum, Smitch and Donovan (2005) stated that phylogenetic tree is the most direct
'itlll,,,tr.>til'l,n

of the principle of common ancestry. This is because phylogenetic tree is very crucial

r evolutionary theory. In fact, they were trying to tell the readers that practical understanding
ofwhat phylogenetic tree represented is really important in understand the evolution relationship
( the species. Thus, the phylogenetic trees become important in the evolution analysis of any
species as the biologists should increase the use of phylogentic trees in biological sciences. Next,
ylogenetic trees provides an efficient structure for organizing biodiversity info. Moreover, it
.

elopes accurate conception of totality of evolutionary history. Therefore, it is important for

aspiring biologists to develop the understanding of phylogenetic trees.

of Phylogenetic Tree
Phylogenetic trees can be divided into different kinds of trees. There were two main
" ,ories, including the phylogenetic rooted trees and the phylogenetic unrooted trees. Apart
the two main categories, the phylogenetic tree can represent in several form: slanted
iIIIiIIIWJr!'lm,

Figure 4 (Phylogenetic tree, 2002), rectangular cladogram, Figure 5 (Phylogenetic

2002) and circular cladogram, Figure 6 (Phylogenetic tree, 2002). Roots can be artificially
to unrooted trees by means of a species that had unambiguously separated early from
species being considered (Bacardit, 2009).
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